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Company
Overview
Its an stock advisory company which has
major outbound calling sales team.



Introduction
A common challenge faced by sales teams is managing communication channels
effectively. Traditional approaches often lead to complications, such as the use of
personal WhatsApp numbers, which can be inefficient and problematic. This case
study examines how Zolute addressed these challenges by implementing a unified
chat tool for a company's sales team.



Use of Personal
WhatsApp Numbers: 
Sales team members relied on
personal WhatsApp numbers for
communication, leading to a lack of
professionalism and potential
privacy issues.

Risk of WhatsApp
Number Blocking
High message volumes often
resulted in the blocking of
WhatsApp numbers, disrupting
communication

Lack of Message
Tracking
 Management had no way to track
individual messages, resulting in a
lack of oversight and accountability.

Maintenance of
Multiple Numbers:
 Managing multiple numbers was
cumbersome and inefficient,
leading to disorganization and
potential customer dissatisfaction.

Challenges
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Zolute’s
Solution
Zolute developed a comprehensive
solution to address these
challenges:



Direct Message
Routing
Customer messages were routed
directly to assigned sales
executives, ensuring prompt and
personalized responses.

Message Tracking
and CRM Integration:
Messages could now be tracked and
recorded in the company's CRM
system, providing valuable insights
into customer interactions and
enabling better management
oversight.

Unified Chat Tool

A unified chat interface allowed
sales personnel to log in with their
company accounts, streamlining
communication processes.

Integration with
WhatsApp Business
The system was controlled through
the WhatsApp Business app,
presenting a common number to
customers. This approach
maintained consistency and
professionalism in customer
interactions.

Solutions
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Conclusion
Tip: Use links to go to a different page inside
your presentation. 

How: Highlight text, click on the link symbol on
the toolbar, and select the page in your
presentation  you want to connect.

Zolute's innovative solution transformed the way the
sales team communicated with customers. By
integrating a unified chat interface with WhatsApp
Business and CRM systems, the company significantly
enhanced the efficiency, professionalism, and
effectiveness of its sales communications. This case
study demonstrates the power of technological
solutions in solving complex business challenges and
optimizing operational processes.
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Get In Touch

Email 
connect@zolute.consulting

Visit us at
www.zolute.consulting


